Praise for Moderating Usability Tests
Interacting with participants in a calm and neutral manner may well be the most difficult
part of doing usability testing. Now you no longer have to worry about how to do that.
Just follow Dumas and Loring’s wonderful, practical advice and you will be prepared not
only for typical encounters, but also for the unusual and unexpected, for doing remote
testing, and for working with special populations. Moderating Usability Tests is a great
resource for anyone who interacts with usability test participants.
—Janice (Ginny) Redish, President, Redish & Associates, Inc.
Everyone talks about research methods, but the formal aspects of those methods only
get you so far. The difference between getting a little data or a lot of data, only discovering problems or getting ideas about solutions, bias or validity, throw-away data versus
generalizable insights, often depends on the soft skills—the ability to effectively moderate testing. In the past, you were expected to get these skills through apprenticeships or
trial and error. Moderating Usability Tests removes the mystery and provides practical
advice on how to get the most out of research. It will be invaluable to students learning
about usability testing for the first time, people newly charged with evaluating products,
and even old hands looking to refine and improve their technique.
—Arnold (Arnie) Lund, Director of User Experience, Microsoft
You may not think that being a “Gracious Host” is among your assignments in moderating a usability test, but you will learn why this and other roles with similarly illuminating
names are important to your success. In this generous book, Dumas and Loring give the
benefit of their decades of experience and astute observation of both the foundational
and the subtle aspects of conducting usability tests. Many questions you didn’t think to
ask until you were on the hot seat are answered here, and will help you achieve a level
of confidence as a test moderator that may have seemed beyond reach, even if your participants are from challenging-to-test populations. With this highly ethical and thoroughly grounded program for developing moderator skills and avoiding pitfalls, Dumas
and Loring make a strong contribution to the body of knowledge on testing products.
The big surprise of the book is that their clear, reasoned, and detailed suggestions about
interacting with test participants and developers will likely spill over and improve your
relationships with coworkers, family, neighbors, and friends.
—Elisabeth Bayle, Bayle Collaborations
At this point, virtually everyone in the software industry knows what usability testing is.
An unfortunate side effect of this awareness is that many people are conducting usability
testing who have no idea how to do so in a way that will yield valid, reliable, and useful
data. Other than the design of the test itself, proper and effective moderation of test
sessions is one of the most important—and least understood—aspects of usability testing.
Here is a book by two highly regarded experts that covers this topic thoroughly in a very
readable format. No one who has not already been well trained should attempt to
conduct usability testing without first reading this book cover to cover, and viewing all
the excellent videos the authors provide on the book’s web site.
—Deborah J. Mayhew, Deborah J. Mayhew & Associates
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Preface
From many conversations with other usability testers, we know that our training as
moderators was typical. We both learned how to moderate usability tests the same way:
a colleague let us watch a few sessions and then watched us struggle for one or two sessions. There was no formal training and no set of professionally accepted procedures.
Since then, we have moderated numerous usability tests and watched thousands of sessions and debated good and bad practices with colleagues over the years. Clearly, a logical
and practical approach to training moderators to be as effective as possible in the pursuit
of valid usability testing was overdue. We looked at the literature and found some good,
but limited, advice. Two currently available books on how to conduct a test, Dumas and
Redish (1993) and Rubin (1994), each have one chapter on moderating. A later source,
Snyder (2003), has several chapters, but they focus on moderating tests of paper prototypes. No previously published authors have presented a set of rules that underlie effective moderating.
While preparing a tutorial on test moderation for the Usability Professionals’ Association
annual meeting, we realized that our best practices (developed through the trials and
errors of two decades) could be captured in a set of professional guidelines. Moderating
is more than just an art. Unfortunately, it is not something any intelligent person can
walk in and do effectively. So, we created the ten golden rules of moderating that we
present in chapters 3 and 4 and apply throughout.
Our experiences made very clear that new moderators need more than just verbal
descriptions of how to interact with test participants. They need to see experienced
moderators in action, dealing with specific situations. To illustrate how the rules translate into practice, we filmed a set of videos, several of which were later refilmed to
accompany this book. In addition, we invited some of our colleagues to discuss what
they saw in each video. We filmed these panel discussions, too. The videos and panel
discussions can be found on the publisher’s web site (www.mkp.com/moderatingtests).
Also on the site is a table that lists all of the places in the book where each video and
the web site are discussed.
Our goal for this book is to enrich the learning experience for new test moderators. In
doing so, we hope to establish a consensus that we and our colleagues can use to move
moderating from an art passed on in private to a set of agreed-upon practices that can
be used in an effective training program.
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